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COMPANIES ACT 2006

EXPLANATORY NOTES

COMMENTARY

Part 34: Overseas Companies

Section 1047: Registered name of overseas company

1336. This section applies to overseas companies required to register with the registrar
of companies by regulations made under section 1046 (duty to register particulars).
Overseas companies registered under that section must be required to provide a name
for registration. The name will be entered on the index of company names (see
section 1099).

1337. The company may register its corporate name (by which is meant its registered or
legal name in its place of incorporation) or another name. All companies are free
to choose whether to register their corporate name or another name, subject to the
restrictions imposed by subsections (4) and (5). A name other than the corporate name
can be registered only if it complies with the requirements imposed on the names
of companies formed and registered under the Act. Likewise, unless the overseas
company is incorporated in an EEA State, its corporate name can only be registered if
it complies with these requirements. The only requirements of Chapters 1 to 4 of Part
5 (a company’s name) that do not apply are the requirements for the names of certain
types of company to end with certain words (sections 58 and 59). These rules are not
appropriate for overseas companies as they are specific to the types of company formed
under the Companies Acts.

1338. Where the overseas company is incorporated in an EEA State (defined in section 1170),
it may always register its corporate name, even if it does not comply with the
requirements imposed on the names of companies formed under the Act provided that it
complies with the requirement relating to permitted characters (contained in section 57).
This section, together with section 1048 (registration under alternative name) replaces
section 694 of the 1985 Act.
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